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Mountain bikes up in popularity 2 claim innocence
By Christine C . Tem ple
Staff W riter

Bicyclists are cruising the
peaks,
b arrelin g
th ro u g h
streams and racing to school
with style in San Luis Obispo.
And though male college stu
9m
dents most often engage in
mountain biking, women are
joining the trend.
Bicycle shops throughout San
Luis Obispo report large in
creases in sales of mountain
bikes, including purchases by
both men and women in their
50s and 60s.
Broad Street Bikes, a local
supplier of mountain bikes, has
►•
sold 20 of the popular models
r¥\
within just the past few days.
“ The first-time users will
usually purchase the $240
model, while the diehard riders
'' j A
will pay up to $1,100 for the
ri*'
higher quality bikes,’’ said
employee Dave Richardson.
I ^
Richardson said he believes
the popularity of the bikes is
due to their durability and
diversity as mountain and street
bikes. Middle-aged riders prefer
the design of the bikes because
the handlebars are raised so
there is less strain on the back,
he said.
As a mode of transportation,
play or exercise, mountain bikes
" if
have become so popular that up
to two are stolen each week from
CHRIS COUNTS/Speclal to the Dally
the Cal Poly campus. Public Student Erich Dathe rides through Stenner Creek Canyon.
Safety has been investigating
the thefts, which have increased ented by the bike riders’ activi cattle, horses and hikers.
in the past month.
Richardson promotes Respon
ties on and off the trails. They
Public officials are also con are concerned that mountain
sible Off-Road Adventure Riders
cerned about the dangers pres- bikes could pose a hazard to
See BIKERS, page 3

in keg theft, but
police disagree
By D iane Zundel
s ta ff W riter

Two Cal Poly students ar
rested earlier this month on
suspicion of stealing a beer keg
and tapper from Public Safety’s
squadroom claim they’re inno
cent, while campus police say “ a
lot of covering up is going on.’’
Brian Klingsheim and Soren
Archibald were arrested on April
18 for allegedly burglarizing the
squadroom to retrieve a beer keg
and tapper police had confiscated
earlier that day from a party at
Sierra Madre Hall. The two were
arrested when a San Luis Obispo
liquor store employee, forewarn
ed by police, called Public Safety
and said the two suspects were
attempting to return the stolen
items to get their $50 deposit.
But both Klingsheim and Ar
chibald told Mustang Daily the
keg they returned to the store
was not the same one that was
s to le n
fro m
th e
p o lic e
squadroom.
Klingsheim said a police of
ficer, immediately after discover
ing the burglary that Saturday
morning, went to his room in
Sierra Madre to inform him that
the confiscated keg had been
stolen. He said the officer told
him that whoever returned the
keg to the liquor store would be
arrested. Klingsheim then warn-

ed all other Sierra Madre resi
dents that whoever had the keg
should not return it.
But Archibald, who rented the
keg and tapper, realized he would
not get back his deposit if he did
not return the items. So he came
up with a plan.
“ A friend of mine had an emp
ty keg upstairs (in the dorm). He
offered to use it as a switch to
get the deposit,’’ he explained.
He added that they borrowed a
tapper from a different friend
also living in the dorm.
When the two went to the li
quor store later that afternoon to
return the swapped items, the
police officer showed up and “ ac
cused us of burglary,’’ said Ar
chibald.
Klingsheim said he told the of
ficer that the stolen keg was
labeled “ Michelob,’’ while the
one they were returning was a
“ Coors.’’ The liquor store owner
was unable to verify that it was
not the stolen keg, said Ar
chibald, because the store’s
employees don’t write serial
numbers on receipts.
The officer then arrested Kl
ingsheim and Archibald on
suspicion of burglary, con
spiracy, and possession of stolen
property.
See KEG, page 11

Security firm hired to supervise graduation
By A nthony Lopez
s ta ff W riter

For the first time in several years, the
commencement committee has hired an out
side security firm to supervise graduation
ceremonies.
Events Management, Inc. was hired to
usher and supervise the lines of marching
students into the stadium and observe can
didates at the line-up area. The action was
taken because of the concern about alcohol
and hazardous objects being taken into the
stadium.

Committee chairman Don Coats informed
the committee of the new security plans at
last week’s meeting and said Events
Management, Inc. has worked at UCLA’s
graduation in the past.
The new security plan also calls for
“ surveillance stations posted at strategic
spots so that students with decorated regalia
or who are carrying undesirable objects or li
quor, or whose academic regalia is unconven
tional could be observed before they enter the
stadium.’’
ASI student representative Gina Inkley

voiced concerns about the proposed plans
and asked if uniformed guards will be pres
ent. Coats assured everyone “ They’ll be
wearing casual dress, not uniforms.
“ We’d be the first to say commencement
should be a festive occasion and that’s what
we want to keep,’’ Coats added. “ We want it
to be fun, light and airy, but still based on
traditional academic regalia and rites of
passage to get a degree. We want it to be
something that leaves a lasting impression.’’
Inkley asked the committee to consider
See GRADUATION, page 4

Higher salaries may attract young teachers
By Paul J. Roberts
s ta ff W riter

The California Faculty Association is cur
rently negotiating a new contract with the
California State University for a 6,9 percent
salary increase in an effort to attract more
young professors.
The average salary of a full professor at Cal
Poly is $48,500, slightly below the CSU
system average of $49,077 and the com
parable university average of $50,547. Cal
Poly Pomona has the highest average CSU
salary at $49,500.
The CFA, which has been negotiating with
the CSU system for two years, hopes to raise

salaries to the level of comparative univer
sities in addition to compensating for infla
tion next year.
“ We need to attract more qualified young
professionals,’’ said math professor Adelaide
Harmon-Elliott. “ Other professions are at
tracting these graduates because they are of
fering higher salaries.’’
Harmon-Elliott noted a former student
who graduated three years ago with a
bachelor’s degree in mathematics and landed
a job as a mathematician at Lawerance
Livermore Laboratory, making almost the
samé salary that she makes at Cal Poly with
a Ph.D. and 40 years experience.

Average faculty salaries across the country
are up 5.9 percent (6 percent at public
schools), the highest increase in 15 years, ac
cording to a study by the American Associa
tion of University Professors. In comparison,
Cal Poly faculty salaries rose 4.5 percent this
year. Accounting for inflation, that was ac
tually a 1.5 percent increase.
Gov. George Deukmejian has recommend
ed a 3 percent (equal to inflation) increase for
the 1987-1988 year, but the increase would
not' begin until Jan. 1, six months after the
new fiscal year begins, resulting in an actual
increase of only 1.5 percent. The CFA wants
See SALARIES, page 4

Cal Poly professors give
INSIGHT into the trade
conf l i ct s
between
America and Japan. See
page 5.

IN QUOTES
I believe in getting into
hot water. I think it
keeps you clean.
— G.K. Chesterton
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK
“ I didn’t plan on participating in civil disobedience but when
I got to the protest and started talking to other people, I
decided this was my opportunity to do something to stop nu
clear power.”

Protester Bruce Danziger, an architectural engineering junior,
after he was arrested protesting at Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant.

The reinstatement of priority
registration for athletes was long
overdue. Being an ex-athlete, my
opinion on this matter is hardly
objective. However, I have the
perspective of one who has expe
rienced the special problems an
athlete faces while attending a
school such as Cal Poly.
We all know about the hassles
of going to school: getting
enough of the right classes at the
right times so we can graduate.
The inconsistency of CAR, the
unlikeliness of adding many
classes (English, philosophy), and
the enrollment of more students
every year are hard on all stu
dents.
But as hard as those are on the
average student, it is infinitely
harder on the student-athlete.
During the season, an athlete has
a minimum of 30 hours per week
of practices and meetings. 'These
are often set at different times on
different days, effectively wiping
out that block of time for the en
tire week.
For instance, if an athlete has
practice from 3 to 6 p.m. Mon
day, he can’t take a M-W-F class
in that time period. And there is
no flexibility in an athlete’s
schedule. He can’t be late, he
can’t be absent, he can’t make
excuses — period.

” If they are looking for perfection on the committee, they
won’t find it.”

Frederick Hunt, ASI election committee chairman, answering
charges that his committee failed to follow election rules.
“ (Inconsistent action is) typical of the senate because they
don’t know anything about the budget.”

Franklin Burris, chairman of the Tipsy Taxi program, about the
Student Senate.
“ They (fans) were happy to see me until they saw me play.”

Kelly Strand, former Cal Poly volleyball player, on the welcome
she received when her professional team came to town.
“ Rather than ask poor people ... to pay more taxes, why not
put police where they are needed most?”

John Mack, president of the Los Angeles Urban League, on a
proposed tax increase that will place 300 more police officers on
Los Angeles streets.
“ It was quickly evident from a barrage of beer bottles thrown
at the police and within the crowd that extraordinary efforts
must be implemented.”

Lt. Bud Reed of the Fort Collins Police Department after the
second night of rioting at Colorado State University’s College
Days.
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Jim Hawkins
Say you have practices at two
different times and meetings at
two other times. You also have to
travel to competitions about half
of the Fridays in the term and be
gone all weekend. You are left
with the classic schedule of a
student-athlete.
All athletes must take classes
in the morning (the most sought
after time), practice or play
games in the afternoon or even
ing, and study at night after a
physically exhausting workout.
Athletes must fit in meals, and
many athletes must also work
like other students.
Athletes must adhere to strict
eligibility rules — stricter than
rules for non-athletes — that re
quire they take a certain number
of units per quarter. Therefore,
they often must take 12 units of
classes that are not helping them
toward graduation, just so they
can stay eligible.
In small departments, an im
portant prerequisite may be of
fered only once or twice a year.

such as Reporting I in the jour
nalism department. It took me
three years to finally get enrolled
in the class, and I took it in the
summer. Often, the one time a
class is offered when athletes can
take it, they are ninth priority.
True, athletes aren’t forced to
play. They can quit and get a
regular job where their boss
would be more flexible. But
athletes are talked into coming
here. It is called recruiting, but it
is actually convincing.
A picture is painted of what a
great education the athlete can
receive, then the athlete gets
here and is denied access to the
classes needed to get the educa
tion.
This not a big-money school. In
fact, in choosing Cal Poly many
athletes receive far less in finan
cial help than they would by go
ing to other schools. A majority
get no financial help, and Cal Po
ly is not a springboard to the
pros.
Athletes come here for an
education, picking this school’s
academic reputation over other
schools’ financial offers. It is on
ly right that we give them a
chance to receive the education
promised in exchange for the
athletic services rendered.
Jim Hawkins is a journalism
senior.

letters to the editor
your letter was printed, the
associate director of the student
housing, other housing staff and I
visited the Tower One roof. The
vandais were brazen enough to sign
their artwork.
You call for a reduction of cen
sorship. Would you like the names
in Mustang Daily? I don’t think it is
fair to those who will be held finan
cially responsible. How will you,
John, repay your invisible damage
of silence? The RA staff can only
act on those incidents in which
peopie take responsibility for their
actions, or can be forced to do so
through the sanctioning process.
Why strike out at Paul Cousins
when it is your control in the com
munity that is in question. In this
era of Ferris Beullerism, we have
our hands full with a system that
actually gives the individual a fair
shake. I urge you to take responsi-

Dorm’s ciirty laundry
was hung out in Daily
Editor — In response to John
Holmquist’s letter concerning Sierra
Madre’s living conditions, I’d like to
say a few words about being a con
cerned person.
John calls himself a concerned
resident. If you’re so concerned,
why did it take you five months to
tell anyone? Why did you not tell
any of the staff (no matter what you
may think, they can set into motion
sociai change)? If community
change is what you desire, why
hang our dirty laundry out in
Mustang Daily? Personally, I’m
ashamed of my community, too.
I had the unpleasant task of
documenting the majority of inci
dents you described. Each incident
was met by the same respnse: “I
dunno who did it.” The day before

Letters must be submitted
to Room 226 of the Graphic
Arts Building. Letters must
include the writer’s name and
telephone number.

by Berke Breathed
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biiity for YOUR community. Don’t
expect the fellow student called an
RA to crawl to your door for infor
mation to curb social behavior that
is deemed inappropriate.
The 10 people responsible for the
vandalism on the rooftop have
amassed over 20 separate inci
dents. Who can tell the actual figure
of incidents that went unreported?
Two of the offenders have been
moved out. I will urge the housing
department to move the other eight.
I give a damn (though this costs me
the acquisition of enemies).
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Charges brought in Contra affair
WASHINGTON (AP) — Conservative activist Carl R.
“ Spitz” Channel! pointed to former White House aide Oliver
North as a fellow conspirator on Wednesday as he pleaded guil
ty to the first criminal charge of the Iran-Contra affair.
Channell was formally accused of defrauding the government
by telling contributors to his National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty that their gifts would be tax deductible
even though the money actually was used to provide military
aid to the U.S.-backed Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
Channell pleaded guilty to a single count and agreed to
cooperate in independent counsel Lawrence E. Walsh’s in
vestigation.
Walsh’s formal charge, known as a criminal information, said
Channell was involved with a government official, but the
charge did not identify that official.

Nakasone on the bargaining trail
TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone left to
day for a six-day visit to the United States in hopes of easing
the worst bilateral trade tension since World War II and
boosting his own standing at home.
He planned a stopover in Anchorage, Alaska, and was not
scheduled to reach Washington until late afternoon.
Polls show Nakasone’s popularity is at its lowest level since
he took office 41/2 years ago. The decline, to a 25 percent ap
proval rating, is attributed to his backing of unpopular tax
reforms, the worsening Japanese economy and growing friction
with trading partners.
While he is in Washington, the U.S. Congress will be debating
trade legislation that could further strain relations with Japan.
Tokyo is already piqued at the Reagan administration’s im
position of tariffs on some Japanese products this month.
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BIKERS
From page 1
— a new club that is trying to
organize responsible riders to
represent their interests when
restrictions are made by local
land owners.
As the interest in cycling
keeps growing and expanding,
Richardson hopes to impress
upon public land managers and
p riv ate land ow ners th at
responsible off-road cycling can
continue in all accessible areas.
Responsible Off-Road Adven
ture Riders was founded so all
mountain cyclists can get
together and have a good time.
Richardson said large groups in

trail riding are not feasible
because of safety reasons, but
added it’s important for people
with the same interests to get
together socially.
College students and local res
idents can get together in small
groups to ride. “ This is one area
where locals and college stu
dents cross the line,” said
D orothy
M cL aughlin,
an
employee at Ken’s Bicycle Shop.
Workers at the shops organize
trips that can consist of up to
six
people
alm ost
every
weekend.
The last trip taken by the
group from Ken’s Bicycle Shop

included only 45 minutes on
pavement out of the entire
seven-hour trip.
Popular spots range from
Lake Lopez to San Luis Moun
tain. Anywhere with dirt, water
and a slope can provide much
fun for off-road lovers.
Clubs on campus are making
an effort to change the image of
off-road biking by appealing to
the public with a safety motto.
He is now attempting to
change the public’s feelings
regarding the sport and to or
ganize teams to compete within
the county.
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For brilliance beyond compare^
only T h e Lazare Diamond will
do. C u t to ideal proportions, it
achieves the ultimate in brilli
ance, beauty and quality. One
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Russian human
rights lacidng
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even
though Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev has instituted some
“ almost revolutionary” liberaliz
ing measures, he remains com
m itte d
to
p r e s e rv in g
a
totalitarian police state, the
State D e p a rtm e n t’s hum an
rights chief says.
Richard Schifter made those
observations in an interview this
week after conferring with a
number of Soviets, including
government officials and dissi
dents, while accompanying Sec
retary of State George P. Shultz
to Moscow earlier this month.
Schifter, assistant secretary of
state for human rights, said the
most striking change is the way
Soviet citizens are now permitted
to criticize local officials, police,
factory managers and others in
the economic sector.

GRADUATION
From pMge 1

that if it plans to have security
people taking alcohol and other
objects from candidates, it will
have better results if arrange
ments are made to return
whatever is taken. At that point
committee members mentioned
to Inkley that labeling bottles
and setting up a return station
would be too confusing and time
consuming.
“ One of the reasons for the
stricter regulations is not to
suppress self-expression, it’s just
that things have gotten out of
h an d ,” explained committee
member Roger Osbaldeston. “ It
seems like it (the graduation cer
emony) is a free-for-all now, and
it’s getting to be a ridiculous
situation, a travesty and a joke.”
C o m m itte e m em b er A rt
DeKleine said all candidates
should read the pamphlet entitl-

SALARIES
ed “ Getting Ready For Gradua
tion,” which will tell them what
they need to know about cere
monies.
While on the subject of inform
ing candidates on do’s and don’ts
for the commencement. Coats
said, “ Each candidate will
receive an individual letter from
the Dean of Students, con
gratulating them and asking
them to observe acceptable rules
of conduct and maintain the ac
ademic spirit of the whole activi
ty.”
After the meeting Inkley said
“ I understand both sides, but the
problem is not as bad as it (the
committee) makes it out to be.
Students have mixed feelings.
Some want to be traditional,
others want to be festive and
loud. As far as alcohol — it’s the
school rule. Despite what people
think, they should abide by the
rules.”

M O U N T A IN A I R
W IN D S U R F IN G

From page 1

the 6.9 percent to meet inflation
and bring the CSU up to com
parable university standards.
Despite
increases,
faculty
members have lost more than 10
percent of their purchasing
power since 1970. The 6.9 per
cent increase
th at
would
eliminate the faculty salary lag
will add an additional $49 million
to the state education budget, if
approved. CSU and CFA repre
sentatives have been negotiating
with an arbitrator for a contract
settlement and now have 10 days
left to- reach an agreement, al
though the CSU is not bound to
make a decision.
Last year the CFA and the
CSU agreed to the Faculty Early
Retirement Program.
Under
FERP, a professor can retire at
55, collect retirement pay and
teach part time for additional
pay. This program will create
more openings for younger pro
fessors.

Paradise
Computers

A new study conducted by
Oklahoma State University in
dicates
w idespread
salary
disparities between different
disciplines. The survey of 80
state colleges and universities
found th at
p ro fesso rs
in
engineering are earning an
average of $45,216 and visual
arts professors are averaging
$32,185.
The study also found that
newly-hired assistant professors
are being paid more than current
assistant professors, indicating
that administrators are trying to
attract more young people into
the profession. The CSU is trying
to m ake this possible by
eliminating the faculty pay scale.
This would give the CSU the
flexibility to determine salaries
arbitrarily, instead of using the
current scale based on rank.
Under this “ separation of rank
and salary” system, an assistant
professor could be paid the same
salary as a full professor.

Now You Know W h a t
“ PC” R eally M eans!

441 Marsh, SLO 544-7127

[Servicing VW • PORSCHE • AUDI • BMW

SINCE 1971

273 PACIFIC ST., SLO CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
543-7473
Tuesday - Saturday 8:30-5:30

GERMAN AUTO
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SENSATION
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• adjustable mast
base
• 5.4 m sail
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9 6 145 liters
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Mountain Air Sports teaches beginning thru
advanced windsurfing techniques. Call us at
543-1676, San Luis Obispo or 962-0049,
Santa Barbara.
STOP BY ONE OF OUR STORES
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

SEA TREND FANATIC F-2
San Luis Obispo
667 Marsh St,
543-1676

9*

SEA TREND FANATIC F-2
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America beneath the rising sun
In global business, the
Japanese ride on top with government help
By Stacey M yers, sta ff writer
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Japanese cars, televisions and
radios: they’re the fastest selling
brands on the market. They’re
often more efficient, better made
and less expensive, and they’re
taking over the A m erican
market.
In the 40 years since Japan’s
destruction in World War II, the
island country has made astoun
ding economic progress. Last
year Japan’s gross national pro
duct of $1.2 trillion was eclipsed
only by the United States’ $3.7
trillion. In the past 40 years,
Japan’s economy has grown to
almost equal that of France and
the United Kingdom combined.
One of the reasons for this
surge in economic output is that
the Japanese government is
heavily involved in the country’s
trading activities, said Carroll
McKibbin, a political science in
structor who teaches a course in
U.S. foreign policy.
“ The Japanese government
subsidizes bids to help their
companies compete abroad,’’ said
McKibbin. “ This doesn’t happen
in the United States. We regard
it as unfair trade and don’t want
the Japanese to engage in it
either.’’
One of the reasons the Japa
nese government can do this,
said McKibbin, is because they
don’t have the high defense costs

that the United States has.
“ The United States almost
completely stripped Japan of its
military powers after World War
II,’’ he said. “ We feel they
should put money into defense,
and yet at the same time we
won’t allow them to build up any
substantial weaponry,’’ he said.
But, said McKibbin, even
though the United States is
unhappy with Japan’s trading
policies, sanctions against Japan
will never be implemented.
“ We’ll never do it across the
board,’’ he said. “ They are our
allies and anything we do to hurt
them will hurt us, too.’’
If the Japanese are pleased
about their progress so far, a re
cent survey indicates they be
lieve their success will continue
to flourish.
A survey conducted by the
Japan Economic Planning Agen
cy in January 1985 suggests that
Japanese managers believe their
economy is superior to the Uni
ted States. Twenty-five percent
of the respondents said their
technology surpassed that of
their American rivals, while only
11 percent believed it was in
ferior.
N early o n e-th ird of the
respondents believed they would
be ahead of the United States by
See JAPAN, page 6

American markets need policy, coordination
By A nna C ekola, sta ff writer
A competitive challenge has been said to bring
out the best in people. But for the United States,
this is easier said than done in attempting to gain
back a competitive edge with the Japanese.

Increased cooperation between business, the
universities and science, attitude changes and free
trade are just some areas that Kenneth Walters,
dean of the School of Business, believes need im
proving to get back into competition with Japan.
“ My own philosophy is that in order to be com
petitive we can’t look at improving in just two or
three areas, but have to improve in something like
20 areas,’’ Walters said. “ For example, we need the
best employees, best technology, best manufactur
ing, best products and to be the best in other
areas.’’
One important step to getting back into com
petition with Japan involves establishing policy
that insists on open markets and free trade,
Walters said. “ If we have our markets open to the
Japanese or any other countries, they must have
their markets open to us,’’ Walters added. “ Japa
nese industries have in the past developed under
very protective government umbrellas.’’
Japanese agricultural regulations exemplify the
situation of policies protecting businessmen at the
expense of free trade. In the rice industry alone,
the Japanese government subsidizes about $80
billion a year. Besides protecting farmers from
outside trade, welfare-like systems for* farmers also

keep food costs high in Japan, such as $19-a-pound
hamburger meat and $30 muskmelons.
While protectionist policies such as agriculture
subsidies are emphasized in Japan, Walters
stressed that these policies are not the answer for
the United States. Again emphasizing free
markets, Walters said that in order to see free
trade flourish, the Japanese government would
also have to stop targeting specific markets for
economic superiority.
“ Recently the Japanese government targeted the

“ Our technology is world-class,
but we are not communicating
this well enough into the
marketplace.”
aerospace, telecommunication and biotechnology
areas, and when they did that, they were saying
‘We are going to win and take whatever policies
necessary to win those markets,’ ’’ Walters said.
“ When the Japanese target certain markets for
supremacy, it’s not free trade. In the past they
targeted radio and television markets and look
what happened there.’’
Another area Walters said needed improving in
order to get back into competition with the Japa
nese is the relationship between business, science
and universities.
“ Research out of universities and laboratories
must be quickly transfered into business,’’ Walters
said. “ Our technology is world-class, but we are
not communicating this well enough into the

marketplace. The Japanese are bringing products
into the marketplace faster and cheaper.”
This linking of business, universities and science
has also been recognized by the National Science
Foundation with new policies emphasizing
establishment of science and technology centers.
With the main purpose of linking education and
engineering research more closely, the centers
would concentrate on biotechnology, social and
behavior sciences and computer and information
sciences. Part of President Reagan’s economic
competitiveness initiative, the NSF has not yet
established specifics or a budget for the centers.
Walters said there is much we can learn from the
Japanese that might create better competition.
“ The United States has gotten lazy and sloppy
and we need to sharpen up a little and learn
again,” Walters said. “ The Japanese have learned
a lot more about us and our markets than we have
learned about them. They study our culture and
way of thinking, then design products to meet our
needs while we have not gone over there and stud
ied what they want.”
Walters also said that attitudes must change and
people must do more than just get away with
minimal effort in order to compete with Japan.
“ In university courses, we must teach students
to do their best,” Walters said. “ If a student is do
ing just enough to get by, what kind of worker will
that student become?”
Imitating Japanese management techniques,
making employees a bigger part of companies and
setting quality goals were other suggestions from
Walters that could make the United States more
competitive with the Japanese.
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Former student bakes profits

Local muffin business on the rise
By C a r o lJ . Vance
s ta ff W riter

The owner of SLO Baked Muffins will soon
open a bakery in San Luis Obispo, along with sell
ing her muffins wholesale.
Sheri Herzog’s new shop will be located in the
Foothill Plaza Shopping Center and will open in
approximately two weeks. A grand opening date
has not been set because of setbacks with the city
building department.
A former dietetics student, Herzog, 22, attended
Cal Poly for two years before dropping out to
start her muffin business.
She said she hopes to own a restaurant someday
and this is just a stepping stone.
“ It’s a fun adventure,’’ she said. “ I don’t con
sider myself successful yet; I still have a long way
to go.’’
Herzog came up with the idea of selling muffins
two years ago when the Bakery Cafe on Broad
Street was having problems with its muffin recipe.
She said she developed a recipe and tried to sell it
to the cafe but the owners wouldn’t buy it.
That’s when she got the idea of making the
muffins herself and selling them wholesale.
Some of the places SLO Baked Muffins are sold
are Cal Poly’s Julian’s, Cuesta College, The Bagel

Shop, Linnaea’s Cafe, Rudolph’s Coffee and Tea
Co., The Spirit, Blazing Blenders, Muzio’s Grocery
and Gottschalks.
Herzog and her one employee make approxi
mately 60 dozen muffins per day. They also make
scones and cakes.
Herzog’s routine consists of starting muffin
prep iration about midnight. She and other
employees bake, cool, wrap, and label the muffins.
Then they load them in a van and deliver them.
The process is completed by 11 a.m.
The original recipe Herzog developed has
changed some, making the muffins moister.
Herzog said she is continually working on new
recipes. “ Some recipes work and some don’t, but I
keep trying new ones.’’
She tried making chocolate muffins with peanut
butter in the middle once but “ they were a total
disaster.’’
Herzog started SLO Baked Muffins in Baywood
Park in a small shop with less than 300 square
feet, sharing the space with a cookie company.
“ They made their cookies during the day and I
made my muffins at night,’’ she said.
“ 1 bought the oven at an auction down south so
it wasn’t too big of an investment to set me back
at the beginning.’’

JAPAN
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From pages

1990. And almost none thought
they would be behind America.
John McKinstry, a Cal Poly
social science professor, said one
of the reasons for this confidence
is the loyalty Japanese workers
have for their companies.
“ Companies in Japan really
take in their employees — they’re
like family to each other,’’ said

McKinstry. “ Any job in Japan is
a very secure job. When times
are tough, they just don’t lightly
dismiss their employees. They
look to alternatives such as sala
ry cuts, fewer bonuses and other
ways to keep their employees in
lean times,’’ he said.
Like McKibbin, McKinstry be
lieves the United States won’t
impose economic protection tac

tics agains Japan.
“ Any sanctions will hurt us as
much as them,’’ he said. “ In
terms of international trade,
there’s no question the Japanese
trade tactics are unfair. I just
hope we wait this situation out.
That’s asking the United States
to be almost intolerably patient,
but I hope we can do it. Trade
wars can be a very nasty game.’’

-\
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Sheri Herzog of SLO Baked Muffins
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New phone service intends to cover the bizarre
By Jon Bachman
staff W riter

When James Maxwell tuned in his tele
vision earlier this week and saw the story
of a gunman accused of slaughtering six
people in two shopping centers in Palm
Bay, Fla., he didn’t realize the effect the
story would have on his life.
Today, the 36-year-old biology major is
trying to get an office on the Cal Poly
campus to give people in the United
States a place they can call to find out
more information about bizarre happen
ings. He said he’s had great support for
the idea from Cal Poly administrators, but
it’s still in the planning stages.
“ It just struck me when I watched the
news that night, that nothing really exists
where, when crazy unexpected types of
things happen in life, people can pick up a
phone and find out more about it,’’ Max
well said. “ There’s not even a central idea
about this topic. When a person has a co
caine dependency problem there’s a
number to call, but not when totally
freaky things happen.’’
Maxwell said that after watching the
news he began collecting money at Poly

Royal to aid the families of the people
killed in the shooting. “ The first thing I
warned to do was buy flowers for the dead
people, and open up communications be
tween people here at Cal Poly and in Palm
Bay, Fla.,’’ said Maxwell. But after favor
able responses from people at Cal Poly, he
was encouraged to carry his ideas further.

when crazy things
happen, people can pick
up a phone and find out
more about i t /
— James Maxwell
He now hopes to implement a program
called Town 2 Town at Cal Poly. The goal
of the program is to create an ongoing
foundation involved in intra-state com
munications whenever unforseen events
strike a community.
Maxwell said he hopes to provide a
phone number for people to call if they see

something strange on television and want
to know more about it. “ Maybe I’d send
you a videocassette I put together that
shows how communities have dealt with
things similiar in the past, or maybe I’d
direct you to the person to call in the city
closest to you,’’ he said. “ There’s so much
that can be done.’’
Maxwell said funding for the program
could possibly come from Paine Webber,
McDonald’s or IBM.
“ I’ll need a little support to get off the
ground,’’ he said. “ But I think a corporate
sponsorship is the way to go, because
wouldn’t they want to be known as the
corporation associated with the organiza
tion that really helps on the spot?’’
Details of the strange events Maxwell
hopes to cover will reach Cal Poly through
the general public. “ Once an involved
public becomes aware of something, then
the information will start pouring in. Once
we have an office and a tittle support,
you’ll find people will pour in with infor
mation and suggestions on how to do it,’’
he added.
Maxwell said his needs for the office
would include another person, a phone

Johannesburg police raid
black union headquarters
JO H A N N ESB U R G ,
South
Africa (AP) — Riot police sur
rounded a black union head
quarters Wednesday while of
ficers went through the II-story
building with masked witnesses,
apparently to make arrests for
the killing of four railway
workers.
The state-run South African
Broadcasting Corp. reported on
its television news that at least
11 people were detained after
police searched the downtown
building while it was cordoned
off late into the evening. It gave

with two or three lines, a tape recorder
and a 30-day calling allotment on long
distance phones. Where the office will be
located still is unknown. “ The office can
go anywhere, but the credit goes to having
been born out of Cal Poly,’’ Maxwell said.
“ Cal Poly has taught me a lot, and it will
be the center of this if I have my way.’’
Thursday evening Maxwell is holding a
meeting at 7 p.m. at 3860 S. Higuera for
any people interested in helping with the
project. He said so far he has a lot of vol
unteers who are willing to help.
“ I’ve got about a dozen people involved
right now. That includes the sheriff in
Palm Bay, Fla., and Stan Bernstein from
Cal Poly (Public Affairs).’’
Maxwell pointed out that he wants this
to be something that people at Cal Poly
can look back on in a year and be proud
the idea originated in San Luis Obispo.
If his idea gets off the ground. Maxwell
said he’ll take time off from his job at
Atascadero State Hospital to pursue the
project. He realizes, though, that it’s not a
guaranteed success. “ If it flops it flops,’’
Maxwell said. “ But if it works. Cal Poly
has a neat little federal thing.’’

AT

Presents San Luis O bispo's
First A ll-C o m ed y Showroom
THIS WEEK:

no details.
More than 75 policemen, wear
ing plastic-visored helmets and
tear gas canisters slung over
their shoulders, stood guard with
shotguns, pistols, dogs and
whips in front of barricades of
police cars and iron gates.
Officers used dogs to repeated
ly push back hundreds of
pedestrians and journalists try
ing to observe the entrance to
the building, headquarters of the
Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) and its af
filiates.
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21 and over only all shows
Make your reservations now:
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Cal Poly eighth in line for asbestos cleanup
By Jenny Lampman
sta ff Writer

The next asbestos cleanup for
the Cal Poly campus won’t occur
until next Christmas or the
following summer, according to
Plant Operations.
A budget for an $8 million
asbestos cleanup, for the CSU
system has been approved by the
state assembly and will be sent
to the senate in a few weeks.
“ We have our fingers crossed
that it will pass,” said JoAnne
Betti, Plant Operations specialist
for the CSU system.
If the budget is approved,
cleanup will occur according to a
priority list that was established
by the CSU system. The Cal Poly
campus has eighth priority out of

the 19 CSU campuses.
Last summer a full assessment
was taken of the asbestos condi
tion at the Cal Poly campus and
the buildings were prioritized.
The amount of asbestos in a
building is rated on a scale from
one to seven, with seven as the
highest. “ Most of our buildings
were rated as a five,” said Ed
Naretto, head of Plant Opera
tions. “ The Physical Education
Building was the highest with a
six.”
Don Van Acker, a Public Safe
ty officer, said, “ Our campus is
loaded with it (asbestos) because
we have steam pipes going into
every building.
“ The PE Building has a large
number of pipes. The exposed

pipes are what we’re concerned
about,” Van Acker said. “ Our
other major concern is with the
workers in the area.”
Naretto said that warning
signs have been placed in the
areas containing asbestos. “ We
told all our people working to
presume asbestos is in the area.”
Last summer $15,000 was
spent cleaning up the asbestos.
“ We did a cleanup but not a
removal of the asbestos. We
sealed the areas that were bad,”
Naretto said.
*
The California Occupational
Safety and Health Administra
tion, a state agency that handles
h ea lth ' and safety concerns,
issued Cal Poly a citation for
asbestos violations in December

1985. The citation said that a pile
of debris in the utility tower
under the Science Building was
not cleaned up prom ptly.
Asbestos debris was again found
in the area after the deadline for
the cleanup had passed.
Asbestos is a naturally occuring group of minerals composed
of tiny, easily inhaled fibers.
These fibers are flexible, fireresistant, and virtually in
destructible — qualities that
have made asbestos very useful
commercially. Asbestos fibers
are used in heat and acoustic in
sulation, fire proofing, and roof
ing and flooring.
If asbestos fibers are inhaled or
swallowed, they can have serious
negative effects on health, which

Following is a list of the top 10 CSU
schools in priority for asbestos
cleanup.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Chico State
Cal State Dominguez Mills
Fresno State
Cal State Northridge
Sacramento State
San Diego State
San Jose State
Cal Poly SLO
Hayward State
Cal State San Bernardino

may not appear until 15 to 40
years later. It can cause scarring
of the lungs which leads to
breathing problems and heart
failure. It can also cause cancer
of the lungs, stomach, intestines
and abdomen lining.
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CALENDAR
thursday 30
•The School of Architecture
and Environmental Design is
presenting guest speaker Michael
Rotoundi of the architectural
firm
MORPHOSIS:
MayneRotoundi tonight at 7:30 in the
Architecture Gallery. He will
discuss five national award-winn
ing projects and other current
works by his firm. The lecture
will be followed by a reception.
•Kristen Jones, a senior mate
rials engineer for Rocketdyne,
will speak on “ Material Use on
the Space Shuttle Main Engine”
today at 11 a.m. in Room E-26 of
the Science Building. The speech
is the first in a series presented
by the metallurgical engineering
department on “ Young Women
in Non-Traditional Roles —
Engineers.”
•Dr. Marybeth Webster, an
educational
and
community
psychologist, will present a slide
show on the women of America
today at noon in Room 220 of the
University Union. “ Ordinary
women reveal in their own voices
their motives for becoming active
in planet-healing work.” The

Multi-Cultural Center and Stu
dents for Social Responsibility
are co-sponsoring.
•The Arts and Humanities
Lecture Series of the School of
Liberal Arts is sponsoring guest
speaker Peggy Lant at 11 a.m.
today in Room 220 of the Uni
versity Union. She will discuss
“ New Directions in Gender
Studies.”
•The Correctional Peace Of
ficers Foundation, Inc. is bring
ing the Bentley Brothers Inter
national 3-Ring Circus to the Cal
Poly Rodeo Arena today and
Friday. Performances will be held
twice each day at 4:30 and 8 p.m.
•ASI Outings is holding a
workshop on improving basic
leadership and communication
skills today at 11 a.m. in the
University Union Craft Center
Gallery.
•George Spindler, Stanford
professor of anthropology and
education, will discuss “ The
Cultural Factor in Educational
Processes” tonight at 7 in Room
286 of the Fisher Science Build
ing. The lecture is part of the In
novative Teacher
Education
Lecture Series, sponsored by the
Teacher Education Institute and
the School of Professional
Studies and Education.
Contributions fo r Calendar
must be received by noon two
days prior to the event.
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Sites looked at for Reagan library
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Claremont Colleges, Pepperdine
University and property near
UC Irvine, are among sites men
tioned as possibilities for the
Reagan presidential library.
u s e has been ruled out
because not enough land could be
provided, an unidentified Reagan
Foundation trustee told the Los
Angeles Herald Examiner. The
library is expected to cost an
estimated $80 million to $100
million.
Irvine Co. property near the
UC Irvine campus is one of the
Southern California locations be

ing considered for the Ronald
Reagan presidential library, a
member of the site selection team
told the Los Angeles Times. The
Reagan Presidential Foundation
approached the Irvine Co. last
week about locating the library
complex on private land near the
university, foundation secretary
Martin Anderson said.
An Irvine Co. executive said
the company will consider mak
ing land available.
Anderson said the foundation
has had “ numerous” contacts
with colleges, universities and

private landholders throughout
Southern California in the past
week, in addition to talks with
the Irvine Co.
Until this month, efforts had
been aimed at locating the
library at Stanford University,
but opposition from faculty and
Palo Alto land owners halted
those plans.
The foundation then began
focusing on Southern California,
considering sites at Pepperdine
in Malibu, according to the
Times, and the Claremont Col
leges, according to the Examiner.

Bush heckled by protesters at university
M IN N EA PO LIS (AP) —
Hecklers shouted “ Sieg Heil”
during a speech by Vice Presi
dent George Bush, who defended
the protesters’ right to dissent.
Dozens of demonstrators called
Bush a “ baby killer” and “ Nazi”
during his 30-minute speech to
4,800 people at the University of
Minnesota.
A group at the rear of the
auditorium gave Bush a Hitler
salute and yelled, “ Sieg Heil.”

Police ripped away a banner
draped over the balcony guar
drail that read “ Bush for presi
dent” and was emblazoned with
two swastikas, symbol of the
Nazi Party.
Bush is considered the front
runner for the 1988 Republican
presidential nomination.
About 50 protesters, some
shaking their fists and yelling,
marched toward the platform at
the end of a question-and-answer

period but were pushed back.
“ I’ll even defend these people,”
B ush
sa id
about
th e
demonstrators. “ They have a
right to do it.”
Three people were arrested for
blocking aisles after the speech,
said Gary Wilson, chief of uni
versity police.
Bush’s speech was part of the
Hubert H. Humphrey Institute
of Public Affairs’ Carlson Lec
ture Series.
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strike out to walk ratio we’ve
had all year.”
In addition to receiving strong
pitching. Poly got 27 hits from
its offense in the two games.
Leading the way at the plate in
the first game were catcher John
Orton, who went 3-for-5 with a
home run and two doubles, and
outfielder Jeff Smith, who was
3-for-5, including a double and a
home run.
The Mustangs used Orton’s
two-run homer in the first inning
to jump out to an early lead and,
after letting the Highlanders tie
the score in the third, went ahead
for good in the fourth.
From there the Mustangs got a
four-run fifth inning to break the
game open and added Smith’s
seventh-innning solo homer to
put the game on ice.
In T u esd ay ’s gam e, the
Mustangs used three-hit perfor
mances from third baseman
Scott Reaves and outfielder Rich
Shepperd to compliment Zappelli’s strong pitching.
Reaves picked up three hits,
including two doubles, while
Shepperd got two singles and a
double.
As in the previous day’s game,
the Mustangs jumped out to the
early lead, picking up three runs
in the third inning. They added
the balance of their scoring on a
single run in the fifth and two
runs in the sixth.

The Cal Poly baseball team got
back on the winning track Mon
day and Tuesday, sweeping a
tw o-gam e series from the
Highlanders of UC Riverside.
In the pair of wins, the
Mustangs got strong pitching
performances from Eric Bratlien
and Mark Zapelli en route to
their ninth and 10th victories of
the year. Cal Poly won the games
by scores of 9-4 and 6-2.
Both Cal Poly pitchers picked
up complete games in the con
tests, with Bratlien earning his
sixth straight win of the season.
The junior righthander is a
perfect 5-0 in conference play and
7-1 overall.
Zappelli, meanwhile, is 3-4 on
the year and is a winner in his
last two starts. He picked up a
previous win Friday in the
Mustangs’ 14-9 win over firstplace Cal State Dominguez Hills.
Despite his sub-.500 record,
Zappelli is among the conference
leaders in ERA, giving up an
average of 2.80 runs a game.
In addition to holding the
Highlanders to below four runs
in each game, the Mustang pit
chers had excellent strike out to
walk ratios. While Bratlien
struck out 10 and walked one in
his outing, Zappelli struck out
nine and walked three.
“ Both guys pitched extremely
well,” said Cal Poly coach Steve
McFarland. “ It was the highest

Î
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KEG
From page 1

Ray Berrett, Public Safety in
vestigator, revealed that the keg
A rchibald
and
Klingsheim
returned to the store was not the
same keg that was stolen, but he
refused to comment more on the
subject.

A STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
NEWSFLASH! NOW ACCEPTING AP
PLICATIONS FOR BOARD DIRECTORS/
OFFICERS IN UU 217 DEADLINE MAY
8th
AMA
GnI. mtg.Tues. at 11 In ARCH 225
SAM
Meeting Thur AG ENG 12311AM
SHPE
Special speaker from Chevron and
next year’s nominations. Thursday
6:00pm MEP
We’re finished Inviting
theChailenge;
Now we’re inviting you
to join us!!
SAM
Open to ali Majors

AS! PROGRAM BOARD governs AS!
Fiims,Concerts,outings,speakers,
CAC, MBOC, & many more! Get invoived
and run for an executive position
on the Board. Eiection appiications
& info can be picked up in the
activity pianning center in the UU.
ASI PROGRAM BOARD is holding
it’s elections for new officers,
and nominations are open to every
one. Be a part of the Board that
governs programming at Cal Poly.
Pick up job descriptions and
applications in the Activity
Pianning Center in the UU.
ATTENTION ARTISTS AND GRAPHIC
DESIGNERS- WE WANT YOUR SURF
AND TOURIST THEME DISIGNS FOR
OUR NEW T-SHIRT COMPANY 995-2190
AUTOGRAPH SIGNING
MAY 6TH - 3 TO 4PM - EL CORRAL
YOUR INVITED TO MEET
OCT AVIA BUTLER
ACCLAIMED SCI FI NOVELEST-HUGO
& NEBULA AWARD WINNER-WITH HER
NEW NOVEL “DAWN" PUB BY WARNER
BOOKS-AVAILABLE FOR SIGNING &
PURCHASE AT A SPECIAL 20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE-SEE YOU THERE
COME GIVE BLOOD, THURSDAY 10AM 2PM MUSTANG LOUNGE. SPONSORED
BY THE SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
Join us in spkg German this Thurs
11:30-12:00pm on Lawn acrs frm Sandw
Pit. We’ll meet evry 2 wks.
MOTHER'S DAY IS SUN MAY 10
BUY AN ORCHID FORYOUR MOTHER!
Sent anywhere in US for only $5
Order in UU Plaza 10-2 This Week
SENIORS!!!
Are you gradution in June? Is
it time to purchase your first
new car? Get straight taik with
out the pressure from a Poly
student who knows! Call Paul at
Rancho Grande Motors 543-4745

BEACH,SWIM OR ACTIVE WEÄRIFOR
1987 WE’VE GOT THE MOST OF THE
BEST THATS JUST THE WAY IT IS.
THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH.
BETH-Time for another run.How about
ForSat.5pm PCANYON Mike.
BIKINI GIVE AWAY! DRAWING THIS
SUNDAY. REGISTER AT THE SEA BARN
IN AVILA BEACH. NO PURCHASE REO.
Carmel Beach Resturant
For a Free Dessert see ad in
Fridays Spotlight Section 541-3474

He said “ a lot more people are
involved” who are covering up
for the guilty party, making
them accomplices to a felony.
F in g erp rin ts found in the
squadroom have been turned
over to the crime lab for in
vestigation. At least three addi

HEYMOIDA!
(Yes you, Moira Keene)
Today is your birthday, no
ordinary day
so let’s celebrate, in our own
kind of way
A surprise, or a stripper or some
sort of scene
But nothing to embarass owm
iittle Miss Keene
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY!
From your buds at Santa Lucia
HEY TALL FLAGS!!
It’s time to
WAS A FLAG!!
Orientation mtg Fri 5/1 in the
Music Bidg parking iot at 4pm
Questions? Cai! Kara546-8497
NEWTOSLO
JUST MY TYPE Computer Dating will
help you meet someone new Call 5436999.
PREGNANT• NEED HELP?
HAPPILY MARRIED CHILDLESS
COUPLE WISHES TO MEET WITH YOU
CALL COLLECT 408-241-5498
PROFESSOR NEEDS MATURE FEMALE
AS OCCASIONAL DINNER PARTNER
CALL CHARLES 528-8558 EVENINGS
RALPH
COME BACK TO THE 2ND FLOOR
THERE WILL BE A DRAWING EVERY
SUNDAY DURING APRIL FOR A PAIR
OF SKI-OPTIKS SUNGLASSES. NO
PURCHASE
NECESSARY.REGISTER
WEEKLY AT THE SEA BARN IN AVILA
BEACH WINNERS WILL BE POSTED.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DENISE!!! ONLY ONE
MORE TO GO!

tional suspects will be arrested,
he said.
‘‘More arrests are pending ...
We’ve talked to just about
everyone involved; now we have
to wait until all the paperwork is
complete,” Berrett said.
Archibald and Klingsheim said

To ail Alpha Chi’s and their
Spring Formal dates,
‘Enchantment Under The Sea”
A Night to Remember...
TO ALL SLO GREEKS:
GREEK WEEK IS COMING, SO LETS
GET EXCITED AND LET OUR SPIRIT
SHINE!!
LOVE AOII

The Guy Budd Band at
Club 781 on Higuera
The Rockin goes on Sat May 2

they don’t know who stole the
keg. They believe it was one of
their friends in Sierra Madre,
who did it either to help them out
or as a joke.
The students are awaiting ar
raignment on May 18. Archibald
said he believes the police are

GOLDEN ARROW CAMP
Located In the High Sierra.is hiring
staff for summer jobs.Positions include
counselors & Instructors. Please contact
us for an application packet by calling
(collect) at 213/324-5980,or write our
office at P.O.Box 5487 Carson.CA 90749
HOUSEKEEPERS-MOTEL 6
Full & P.T.Good Pay Insurance
Paid Vacations Apply in Person
298 Atascadero Rd.
IN 10TO12HRS/WKYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-3932

Mac Programmers
FOUND-Tennis Racket 4-22-87 Call to
identify 544-6129
LOST-conure-small parrot, green w/
red head & shoulders. Lost 4/25 in
Grand Ave area. Please call Kurt
at 544-8585 if found.
LOST:A PROKENNEX BLACK COMPOSiTE TENNIS RACKET.LOST ON 4-22
OUTSIDE OF SNACK BAR.PLEASE
RETURN! CALL KATHLEEN 546-8762
MISSING:MAROON LEATHER WALLET
4/23 from Bond St. reward.no
questions asked, valuable 541-1543

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 29lbs
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128

FREE PREGNANCY TEST. COUNSEL!NG,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

Nuvo Labs is active in the Mac
intosh development arena, and we
are currently looking for ener
getic & motivated Mac programmers.
If this is you, CALL US!
Nuvo Labs 225 Tank Farm 544-5766
OH MAJORS to perform landscape
maintenance. Working knowledge of
sprinkler system. Plant and lawn care
preferred. $4.50 hr. Full or parttime. Apply
1 Mustang Dr. SLO 543-4950.
Part-time telephone Position Available for
self-motivated individual. 10-15 hrs. 5439006
WORK YOU SUMMER IN BEAUTIFUL
SOUTH LAKETAHOE
Free room & board.Positions include:
Manager & Sales of: Old-Time
Photo shop,clothlng stores,corner
cafe & souvenir shops-FR IN G E
BENEFITS & BONUSES. Sign-up NOW
for an interview in the PLACEMENT
CENTER.

Zippers Replaced $6.00, hems $3. and up,
Helen’s Alterations Phone 544-0858.
ALL RIGHT, LIESLM!
We’ll be cheering for you tonight
Love, KAPPA DELTA
ALPHA CHINU’S
This is your week to shine
Get Psyched!!!
Love, The • Actives
GAMMA PHI BETA-our sis sorority!
Are you ready to celebrate with
us Friday? Love, KAPPA DELTA
GOOD LUCK SUSAN SINCLAIR- OUR
GREEK GODDESS- YOUR SIGMA KAPPA
SISTERS
GOOD LUCK KATHY!
YOU’LL ALWAYS BE OUR GODDESS!
WE LOVE YOU!
YOUR AOII SISTERS

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn collect, 466-1484 eves.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
BONNI€ 543^520 EVES.
For typing you can trust, call
susle at 528-7805. Thanks!
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast/Cheap Revisions Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591

APPLE lie w/2nd DRIVE & SCRIBE
PRINTER.Like new.Over $1000 in
registered software.$950 or B/0. 528-8686
Bedrm S e t,w h ite ,d b l b e d ,h e a d /ft
brds,3drw dresser,bkcase,desk &chr,full
length mirror,$200.541-2382

CASIO MT-68 Electronic Musical In
strument. Keyboard, rhythm machine,...
“tHE wOrkS”...CLEAN! Kurt
544-7374.

TYPING $1.50 PAGE TYPICAL 541-4761
OR 544-2943 EXT 232 PEGGY.

PUCH Moped 1982 Bored out Eng has ¿X
power of reg moped. Runs great 541-3931
After 7pm John

Good Luck to AOH’s Greek
goddess, we’re proud of you!!
Love your sisters

TYPING WORD PROCESSING: TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.
544-0528 EVES___________________ _

82 HONDA 450 NIGHTHAWK. G R E ^
COND.,LOW MILEAGE. ONLY $800.
CALL SCOTT 541-2199, 543-8637

GREEK WEEK KICK-OFF BAR-B-QUE:
SATURDAY MAY 2nd 1-4PM AT AEPI
THE “CONTEST“ STARTS AT 2:30PM
COME AND SEE WHAT FUN IS ABOUT
Greeks get excited for next week!
The spirit of A-Phi is ignited!!

Typing/Word Processing. Campus & 5Cities P.U. Initial $1.50/page. 481-1011
after 5 or Iv. message.

’86 RED HONDA SPREE FOR SALE!
Good cond. Call 544-1571 anytime.

Knock.Knock.Who’s there?Orange.
Orange who?Knock.Knock.Who’s
there?SNAP.SNAP who?Sigma Nu and
Alpha PhilThat’s wholThink orange
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC.

10th ANNIVERSARY

celebration May 2nd 1987
Tickets on Saie now!
For information call 549-8409
OOGA-BOOGA-SIGMA KAPPA FORMAL
DATES GET SET FOR AN ADVENTURE
ON A SAFARI CRUISE
PAT DWYER
Thanks for making me your Littie
Brother and a member of
theSAPPHiREfamiiy - Steve

WORDPROCESSING-Senlor Projects,
Papers. Spell Check. $2/pg. 549-0833.

ANNOUNCING.....
The Resident Advisor Recruitment
Process 1987-’88 Has Been Reopened!!
If you are interested In becoming
a Resident Advisor in one of Cal
Poly’s residence halls, join
us at the Recruitment Information
Session on:

A STEAL MUST SEE 2 BELIEVE
56CM SPORT/RACING BIKE
XELENT CONDITION,MANY EXTRAS
$400 OBO CALL STEFAN 541-3918
MEN’S 10-SPD BIKE $55 544-4786

CHEVY MONZA 78, ONE OWNER LOW
MILES, AUTO, P/S, AM $1995 481-8315
1980 MAZDA RX-7 Great condition inside
and out. Must sell! JIM 541-2541

Monday, May 4,1987
9 PM in Yosemite Hall
If you would like more information,
just call the Resident Student De
velopment Office at 546-3396

1981 D-50 PICKUP EXC. COND
SUNROOF $2500 STEREO 544-8572
81 FIAT CONVERTIBLE,low miles,AM/
FMcass. 5spd, leather int. Great cond!
Jim
5 4 6 -3 7 9 4

‘‘trying to get something out of
us,” so he has stopped com
municating with them.
Public Safety is discussing the
case with the district attorney to
determine exactly what charges
will be brought against all guilty
persons.

A FEM SHR RM/HOUSE NEAR POLY
JR YR JUNE 87-JUNE 88 543-9575
FEM-Own room In house. FUN furnished
Freat LOCATION! 275$ P/MO UTIL-PAID.
CALL Steph-541-0152!!!
M/F Own Rm. in M.B.Ocean View Home
$180 call 772-8006 7am-12pm
PINE CREEK,NEW,LEASE,2 F SPACES
AVAIL,NEW FURNISHINGS,WASHER,
DRYER,CABLETV,PATIO,SUN DECK,
GARAGE,OWN BEDROOMS,4 MIN WALK
TO CAMPUS, $285INCL. UTILS.
CALL JAN 772-1201 WEEKDAYS,
772-4133 EVES & WEEKENDS
1185 FOOTHILL »8
2 F RMTS NEEDED to share master bdrm
in great house. Frpic, washer, dryer, &
extras Jamie 544-9210
2For2M needed Fall 87. 2B condo Lg Lk
Compì furn.Gar.Micro.Jacuz $190-200/mo
Call Chris at 544-2736

APT FOR LEASE 6-16-87 to 6-15-88 2
bedrm , turn for 4, near Poly,
water,cable,garb pd. $60O/mo for a year
lease; $660/mo for 10 mo. lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385.
APT for lease 6-16-87 to 6-15-88. 2 bdrm.
furn for 4. near POLY. $580/mo for year
lease;$650/mo for 10 mo.lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385
JUNE 87 to JUNE 86 LEASE
4 BDRM HOUSE 1 Ml TO POLY. W/D
BBQ,DECKS,VOLLEYBALL,HUGE YARD
$200-SHARE,$270 OWN 544-9261
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER AVAILABLE
Looking for 1-4 bdrm hse/condo string
FALL qtr- up to $270/mo per rm-prefer
close to Poly, Lag LK OK-LEANN 5435438
TWO BEDROOM APTS. FURNISHED OR
UNFURNIGHED 90R12 MONTH LEASE
REDUCED RATES DURING SUMMER
CALL 543-1450 544-2176 LVE MESS.
'
2 Bdrm Cor>do avail for Poly Royal or long
term rent $595 mo. Dan 213-474-7638

Are you looking for infor on SLO
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia,
County Properties for list. 544-5777.*
BE A HOME OWNER Very nice 3br 13/4
ba. Moble home In a super nice
park.Pool/spa,clubhouse,cable TV Only
$29,900.00 C-21 Wollam Realty Asa Drexler M3-2600 evening
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale in SLO, including con
dos near Poly,call STEVE NELSON, F '^
Inc 543-8370/leave mess.
Condos & Homesfnf^rmatlon packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432
FOREST EDGE
Architect designed contemporary tri-level
home in the edge of the primeval forest in
Los Osos. 3,000 sq ft, 4 bdrm & bate apt.
block constr. on 2/3 fenced acre: $220,000
Owner: 528-0768
Laguna Lake condo for sale;2 bdrm
end-unit,frplc,wash/dry,garage, jacuzzi;Avail Sept IjCall 541-8603 or (408)7793597 for details
12X60 MOBILE HOME 2 BDRM 1 BA
lawn, carport, porch, redecorated quiet,
close to Poly, pets ok. pool, soa, laundry
available asking 32,900 by owner 5490385
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By Stacey Myers
s ta ff W riter

The Academic Senate heard a
resolution Tuesday that would
set forth specific goals and ob
jectives for the university into
the 1990s, but several members
said the effort would be futile.
Steven French, a city and
regional planning professor, told
the senate that although Cal Po
ly had a statehient of goals
outlined several years ago, that

‘ T

JL have a whole
binder of goals and
objectives, and I
don’t even know
what’s in there.’
— Tal Scriven

outline was too vague and prac
tically useless.
“ There seems to be a need for
some kind of framework to allow
the university to plan its future,”
he said, “ and the first way to do
that is to set some specific goals
for the university.”
French said the original outline
of university goals, the mission
statement, set forth objectives
such as “ develop an excellent
undergraduate program
and

“LIFESTYLE”

was too tight.
“ I was a member of the origi
nal committee four years ago,”
said Susan Currier, an associate
English professor, “ and I am
hugely troubled by this time line.
This committee is supposed to do
in two quarters what Cal Poly
has never been able to do.”
French responded by saying
------------------r c o u P o r T V ------------

T U N E -U P , LUBE, OIL
A N D M A IN T E N A N C E
^
iW
SPECIALS

FOR TOYO
I, NISSAN, SUBARU
ALL VW’S (Except Diesel)
4 CYLINDER

$5200

'6 CYLINDER

$5500

(1 mile from campus)

‘ VOLLEYBALL GAMES
*BBQ PARTIES
«CREEK SURFING
NEXT YEAR MEMBERSHIP
1 year lease 6/15 87-88
S200/mo
$270/mo
own room

544-9261 Z e

IN C L U D E S:

OIL. OIL FILTER, POINTS, PLUGS. VALVE
TMENT, VALVE COVER. GASKETS,
COMPRESSION TEST, INSPECTION OF ALL
FLUIDS LEVELS, BELTS. BRAKES, & HOSES!
OPEN:

8-5 M -Friday
12 HIGUERA

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Seaiice Is Our Most Important Product.

544-8177

3

COPY A lOT
SAVE A LOT

• Earn $ 6 0 0 + /week in cannery
• Earn $8,0 0 0 -S I2,000+ for 2
months on fishing vessei
• Over 8,000 openings
• Male or female
• No experience necessary
• Ages 1 8 -7 0 +
To receive your 5 2 -page
employment booklet, send $5.95
to M&L Research, P.O. Box 84008,
Seattle, WA 98124.

^

The best take it
to the beach...
they got it at
Moondoggies

Summer Employment

COLLEGE HOUSING AT IT’S BEST

CALL

spend the time and effort to ac
complish this, I want to be
reasonably sure that these
policies will be implemented and
not just a waste of time.”
The first reading of the resolu
tion calls for the new goals and
objectives to be finalized by
winter 1988, but at least one
senator thought that schedule

well-rounded curriculum.” The
mission statement is good, he
said, but it is just too vague.
“ We need to crystalize the
mission statement and make it
more specific,” he said. “ We need
to outline a program that will be
able to handle decisions such as
the future of certain programs
and the disbursement of lottery
funds.”
But some senators disagreed
with the idea of spending the
time and effort to create a new
and specific statement.
“ I have a whole binder of goals
and objectives, and I don’t even
know what’s in there,” said Tal
Scriven, philosophy department
head. “ Every couple of years we
update them and get a few new
binders, but all they do is sit
there. Do we really want to waste
our time writing a bunch of stuff
no one will ever read?”
Pamela Miller, an associate
speech communication professor,
agreed with Scriven.
“ We will always have goals
and objectives but they don’t
need to be written down in order
to exist,” she said. “ And if we do

ALASKA

It’s a Country C lu b

shared room

A, Senate debates utility of
setting goals for university

that the two-quarter schedule
should stand, because giving the
committee more time would be
like encouraging it not to make a
decision.
“ In these kinds of groups
there’s always the tendency to
want more time, more data and
more discussion,” he said. “ That
doesn’t always guarantee a bet
ter decision, he said, just a later
one.
The resolution will be heard on
second reading at the next Aca
demic Senate meeting. May 12.
At that time the senate will take
action on the proposal.

kinko's gives quantity discounts
on copies from one original.
.\fter 100 copies, the rest are
HALF PRICE!

kinko's

kJ

Great copies. Great people.

MOONDOGGIES BEACH CLUB

OPEN 24 HOURS
543-0771

868 Monterey St. SLO 541-1995 Open 'til 7.

Mustang Daily Classified Advertising Order Form
Please Attach Your Check to This Form
Name.

Amount Paid $_

________________________________

Check # ________ Date___

Address.

AD RATES

Telephone

Ad runs 1-3 d a y s .. . $ 1 per line per day
4-5 days. . . 90c per line per day
6 + d a y s .. . 80e per line per day

(2-Line Minimum)

Date.

Social Security
Ad starts

Times to run

Number of lines used below _____ X $_______per line - $_
$_______X_______number of days ad runs
bold linesX
_days

may start running on:
M onday............................ ..................
................Wednesday
Tuesday ..................................................
....................Thursday
Wednesday.............................................
.......................... Friday
Thursday..............................................
......................Monday
Friday.......................................................
.................... Tuesday

Total Amount Due
B oldface $1

«$_

COLLEGE CHALET ★
2 bed. 1Vi bath.
Furnished for 4
320 Kentucky St.

★ FO O TH ILL HACIENDA ★

Classified Advertising Policies

33 Mopeds& Cycles
35 Bicycles
37 Automobiles
39 Roommates
41 Rental Housing
43 Homes lor Sale

★

Extra Per Day / Per Line

C heck ap p ro p ria te c la ss ifica tio n :
17 Typing
19 Miscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
25 Opportunities
27 Employment
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Equipment

Don’t "STRESS OUT' About
Finding Off-Campus Housing
For Fall Quarter 1987, We
Are Now Leasing These Apart
ment Complexes For Next Year!

(Two line minimum per day)

To c a lcu late cost of ad:

Ads turned in by 10 AM

1 Campus Clubs
3 Announcements
5 Personals
7 Greek News
9 Events
11 Lost & Found
13 Wanted
15 Services

APARTMENTS
FOR
FALL

All classified advertising is subject to final approval by the General Manager of
Mustang Daily and may be rejected by the General Manager for any reason prior to
deadline. Classified advertising for Mustang Daily is accepted with the provision
that, in the event of error. Mustang Daily will not assume any responsibility for
credit or financial remuneration beyond the cost of the advertisement in question.

2 bed. 2 bath.
Furnished for 4
190 California

Writs your ad copy hara
r 1— — j
— Ir— 1r — 1
— T T— r — 1*— T
— 1
l USINGALICAIhTALSSTOPATOFIBEFGREBOX)O0THEFh—
W H C h vou^iO
^i$EVOUMAYCONTINUETOTMEENDOFTH UNE
★ UNIVERSITY GARDENS ★
2 bed. 1 bath
Furnished for 3
766 Boysen Ave.

Call Us Now For Information
RMS HOUSING
544-4270
to
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